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Lesson 4
Student Handout 4.1

The Fall of Constantinople, 1453
In his book the Historia Turco-Byzantina, or History of the Byzantines and the Turks, the Greek
historian Doukas wrote an account of the Fall of Constantinople to the Ottoman Turks:
“Just as the sun set, the call to battle rang out. The battle array was most formidable indeed! The
tyrant [Sultan Mehmed] himself was on horseback on Monday evening. Exactly opposite the
fallen walls he gave battle with his faithful slaves, young and all-powerful, fighting like lions,
more than ten thousand of them. To the rear and on both flanks there were more than one
hundred thousand fighting cavalrymen. To the south of these and as far as the harbor of the
Golden Gate there were another hundred thousand troops and more. From the spot where the
ruler was standing to the extremities of the palace there were another fifty thousand soldiers. The
troops on the ships and at the bridge were beyond number.
The City’s defenders were deployed in the following manner: The emperor and [his general]
were stationed at the fallen walls, outside the stockade in the enclosure, with about three
thousand [soldiers]. The grand duke was posted at the Imperial Gate with about five hundred
troops. At the sea walls and along the battlements from the Xyloporta Gate to the Horaia Gate,
more than five hundred crossbowmen and archers were arrayed. Making the complete circuit
from the Horaia Gate to the Golden Gate there was stationed in each bastion a single archer,
crossbowman, or gunner. They spent the entire night on watch with no sleep at all.
The Turks with Mehmed rushed to the walls, carrying a great number of scaling ladders which
had been constructed beforehand. Behind the lines, the tyrant, brandishing an iron mace, forced
his archers to the walls by using both flattery and threats. The City’s defenders fought back
bravely with all the strength they could muster.
But just as Fortune’s feats of arms were about to snatch victory from Turkish hands, from the
very middle of the embattled Roman [Byzantine] troops, God removed their general, a mighty
warrior of gigantic stature. He was wounded just before dawn by lead shot which went through
the back of his arm, penetrating his iron breastplate. . . . Unable to relieve the pain of the wound,
he cried out to the emperor, “Stand your ground bravely, and I will retire to the ship to attend to
my wound. Then I will quickly return. . . .”
When the emperor beheld [his general] in retreat, he lost heart and so did his companions. Yet
they continued the fight with all their strength.
The Turks gradually made their way to the walls, and, using their shields for cover, threw up
their scaling ladders. Thwarted, however, by stone-throwers from above, they achieved nothing.
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Their assault, therefore, was repulsed. All the Romans with the emperor held their ground
against the enemy, and all their strength and purpose were exerted to prevent the Turks from
entering through the fallen walls. Unbeknown to them, however, God willed that the Turks
would be brought in by another way. When they saw the sallyport, to which we referred above,
open, some fifty of the tyrant’s renowned slaves leaped inside. They climbed to the top of the
walls and zealously slew anyone they met and struck down the sentinels who discharged missiles
from above. It was a sight filled with horror!
Some of the Romans and Latins who were preventing the Turks from attaching scaling ladders to
the walls were cut to pieces, while others, closing their eyes, jumped from the wall and ended
their lives horribly by smashing their bodies. Unimpeded, the Turks threw up the scaling ladders
and ascended like soaring eagles.
The fierce Turkish warriors outnumbered the Romans twenty to one. The Romans, moreover,
were not as experienced in warfare as the ordinary Turks. . . . When they looked up and saw the
Turks, they fled behind the walls. . . . When the tyrant’s troops witnessed the rout of the Romans,
they shouted with one voice and pursued them inside, trampling upon the wretches and
slaughtering them. When they reached the gate, they were unable to get through because it was
blocked by the bodies of the dead and the dying. The majority entered through the breaches in
the walls and they cut down all those they met.
The [Byzantine] emperor, despairing and hopeless, stood with sword and shield in hand and
poignantly cried out, “Is there no one among the Christians who will take my head from me?” He
was abandoned and alone. Then one of the Turks wounded him by striking him flush, and he, in
turn, gave the Turk a blow. A second Turk delivered a mortal blow from behind and the emperor
fell to the earth…
Some of the Azabs, that is, the tyrant’s retinue who are also called Janissaries, overran the
palace. Others swarmed over the Monastery of the Great Forerunner called Petra and the
Monastery of Chora in which was found the icon of my Immaculate Mother of God. . . . After
they seized the monastery’s precious vessels, they rode off.
Then a great horde of mounted infidels charged down the street leading to the Great Church. The
actions of both Turks and Romans made quite a spectacle! In the early dawn, as the Turks poured
into the City and the citizens took flight, some of the fleeing Romans managed to reach their
homes and rescue their children and wives. As they moved, bloodstained, across the Forum of
the Bull and passed the Column of the Cross, their wives asked, “What is to become of us?”
When they heard the fearful cry, “The Turks are slaughtering Romans within the City’s walls,”
they did not believe it at first. They cursed and reviled the ill-omened messenger instead. But
behind him came a second, and then a third, and all were covered with blood, and they knew that
the cup of the Lord’s wrath had touched their lips. Monks and nuns, therefore, and men and
women, carrying their infants in their arms and abandoning their homes to anyone who wished to
break in, ran to the Great Church. The thoroughfare, overflowing with people, was a sight to
behold!
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… In one hour’s time that enormous temple was filled with men and women. There was a throng
too many to count, above and below, in the courtyards and everywhere. They bolted the doors
and waited, hoping to be rescued.
Pillaging, slaughtering, and taking captives on the way, the Turks reached the temple before the
termination of the first hour. The gates were barred, but they broke them with axes. They entered
with swords flashing and, beholding the myriad populace, each Turk caught and bound his own
captive.
There was no one who resisted or who did not surrender himself like a sheep. Who can recount
the calamity of that time and place? Who can describe the wailing and the cries of the babes, the
mothers’ tearful screams and the fathers’ lamentations? . . . The abductors, the avengers of God,
were in a great hurry. Within one hour they had bound everyone, the male captives with cords
and the women with their own veils. The infinite chains of captives who like herds of kine
[cattle] and flocks of sheep poured out of the temple and the temple sanctuary made an
extraordinary spectacle! They wept and wailed and there was none to show them mercy.
What became of the temple treasures? What shall I say and how shall I say it? My tongue is
stuck fast in my larynx. I am unable to draw breath through my sealed mouth. In that same hour
the dogs hacked the holy icons to pieces, removing the ornaments. As for the chains, candelabra,
holy altar coverings, and lamps, some they destroyed and the rest they seized. All the precious
and sacred vessels of the holy sacristy, fashioned from gold and silver and other valuable
materials, they collected in an instant, leaving the temple desolate and naked; absolutely nothing
was left behind.
When the Romans saw that the Turks were already inside the City, they emitted the anguished
cry of woe and threw themselves off the wall. The strength and might of the Romans were
exhausted.
When the Turks in the ships saw their comrades inside the City, they knew that the City had
fallen. They quickly threw up scaling ladders and climbed over the wall; then they broke down
the gates and all rushed inside.
All the Romans had dispersed. Some were captured before they could reach their homes. Others,
on reaching their homes, found them robbed of children, wife, and belongings. Before they had
time to groan and wail, their hands were bound behind them. Still others, on reaching their
homes and finding their wives and children already abducted, were themselves bound and
fettered with their closest friends and their wives. The old men and women who were unable to
leave their houses, either because of infirmity or old age, were slaughtered mercilessly. The
newborn infants were flung into the squares.
All these events took place between the first hour of the day and the eighth hour [6 a.m. to 2
p.m.]. Setting aside his suspicions and fears, the tyrant made his entry into the City. . .
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Proceeding to the Great Church [Hagia Sophia], he dismounted from his horse and went inside.
He marveled at the sight.
Alas, the calamity! Alack, the horrendous deed! Woe is me! What has befallen us? Oh! Oh!
What have we witnessed? An infidel Turk, standing on the holy altar in whose foundation the
relics of Apostles and Martyrs have been deposited! . . . Because of our sins the temple [Hagia
Sophia]… has been renamed and has become the House of Muhammad. Just is Thy judgment, 0
Lord.
From Doukas, Decline and Fall of Byzantium to the Ottoman Turks, trans. Harry J. Magoulias
(Detroit: Wayne State University Press 1975), 231-235.
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